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ABSTRACT

Cross field anlplifiers (CFA) have been used in many applications where high power, high
frequency microwaves are needed. Although these tubes have been manufa, ctured for decades,
theoretical analysis of their properties is not a.s highly developed as for other microwave devices
such as klystrons.

We have developed a simulation rnodel for CFAs using the PIC code CONDOR. Our simu-
lations indicate that there are linaits to the maximum RF field strength that a CFA can sustain.
When the fields become too high, efficiency becomes very poor, and the currents drawn may
become so large that secondary emission cannot be maintained. It is therefore desirable to re-
duce the circuit impedance of a very high power tube. One method for doing this, proposed by
Feinstein 1, involves periodica.lly coupling a, standard CFA circuit to an internal waveguide. Most
of the power flows in the waveguide, so the overall impedance is much reduced. By a.djusting the
guide dimensions one can va.ry tlm impedance. Thus one can retain high impedance at the low
power end but low impedance at the high power end. In principle one can maintain constant RF
voltage throughout the tube.

CONDOR simulations have identified a good operating point at X band, with power generation
of over 5 MW per cm and total efficiency of over 60 percent. ARGUS simulations have modelled
the cold test properties of the coupled _tructure. The nominal design specifications are 300 M\V
output, 17 db gain, frequency 11.4 GHz, DC voltage 142 kV, magnetic field 5 kG, anode cathode
gap 3.6 mm, total interaction length about, 60 cna. We will discuss the results of code simulations
and report, on the status of the experimental effort.

1. INTRODUCTION

The crossed-field amplifier (CFA) is an outgrowth of the magnetron. Like magnetrons, it is
capable of producing very high peak powers with reasonable efficiencies. Unlike magnetrons, the
CFA is a true amplifier; however, it is difficult to obta, in both high gain and low noise operation.
In the CFA, electrons drift in the crossed electric field between anode and cathode and an external
transverse magnetic field. A periodic structure on the anodes supports a travelling wave whose
phase velocity is designed to be equal to the E x B drift velocity. RF power is injected into an
input, ca.vity, setting up a travelling wave in the anode-cathode region. With proper choice of
DC electric and magnetic fields, the wave bunches the beam and produces electron spokes which
interact with the field to transfer energy to it,. (See Figure 1.)

Either forward or ba,ckward wave modes can be used. The backward wave CFA has the

advantage that the beam sees the output ca,vity with its high fields first, and forms spokes quickly,
while in the forward wave device a, much longer distance is required before a stable spoke is
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produced. Also, the modulation of the reenirant beam has a much smaller effect, in the backward
wave CFA.

2. SIMULATION MODEL

Because CFA's are inherently two dimensional, non-linear devices, numerical simulation is

important for accurate design. We have developed a simulation code based on the PIC code
CONDOR 2 which can calculate the gain and efficiency of a CFA tube; for forward oi" backward

wave modes, including reentrancy of lhc beam and secondary ernissioll from lhe catllode. The
main advance of our model over previous CFA simulations is tlm realistic tracking of absort:,lion

and secondary emission. The code uses experimental curves to calculate l_roduction of secondaries

a.s a function of absorbed energy, with a theorelical term (basically l/cos(O)) givillg the angular

dependence.

We simulate an interaction region, an integral lmmber of travelling wavelengths long, with

periodic boundary conditions. Time in the simulation corresponds to progression in space around
the circumference of the CFA. When the beam passes out one end of the simulation box and

reenleI's the other side, this corresponds to shifting the box one simulation length forward. (See

Figure 2. )

An electric field with the appropriate phase velocity is imposed on the upper boundary (port)

of the problem. We assume adiabatic change so that the port voltage l," and l>ha,se 4) depend

only on the time t. \¥e solve Maxwell's equations to obtain a. self-consistent charge and field
,lislribution.

Our calculation of the interaction between the beam and the wave is similar to that described

by Yu, Kooyers, and Buneman 3. Evaluation of the integral of E. J gives the power interchanged
between the wave and the beam. From this power, and the impedance Z of the structure (where

the power is .5V "_/Z), we calculate the time derivative of the travelling wave:

,v/dt = (z/v). P (1)

aeld = (ZlV=').n (2)

where P is f(E. Jdax) using the E field corresponding to plia.se ¢5, and R is the integral using
J

phase ¢5+ rr/2.

For a backward wave mode, the beam enters at the high power output and pro_eeds to the

input. In simulating the backward mode, power is extracled from the wave as tlle Learn progresses
from output to input. \ge ass,_me some output power level, and calculate wllal iiJpu't, level would

be needed to produce this. Steady state is assumed, so that we can ignore the fact tl_at the group

velocity is different from the particle drift velocity.

The beam is reinject, ed after passing througll the sever to determine the effect of starting wit,li

an initially modulated beam. GeI._erally, successive passes will 1lot exactly reproduce, especially in

t ll¢"low voltage section, due to space charge oscillations which are at a different t'r_'quency l.hall the

operating frequency. Real devices tend to average oul phase variations over ttle .bird dimension,

so our calculations tend to overestimate the phase jitter in the low voltage section.



lt is sometimes useful t.o run the code with the ]:li: voltage fixed, turning off the interactioli.

This is helpful i.o calculate curves of power generatioll versus RF and DC voltage, etc. lt is also

the only way at present thai we carl model act ua] varle structures, since we do not have an analyl it"
form for the fields between the \'alJes.

The initial simulation model included only the synchronous harnaollic. Tile wavelengths ,,f

the other harnaonics are, in general, not siml)ly r('.la.ted to lhe syncllronous wavelength, and wolll,1
not be correctly modelled by the periodic 1,olln(tary co11(tiliollS in the simulation. However, [',)r

certain specific phase sllifls, where the ratio 1)etweel_ wavelengths is a. simple fraction, e.g., 1/2

or 2/3, it is possible lo lnodel n_ore tllan one harmonic with a longer simulation region anti sl;il
use periodic boundaries. For example, consider a fundamental wave with -120 degree phase stlifl,
per resonator. The first harmonic has 3 = -120 + 360 = +2.10 degrees. One can model bollJ

harnionics using a sirnulalion region of one fundamental wavelength (tllree resonator lengths), l"or
120 degrees, becati_, • the simulatioll covers an inlegral nunaber of resonators, one can model ;_11

harnmnics, either as separat.e terms or by modelling l.he voltage across the vanes with RF porls.

Another possibility is Io use a fllilclamental with phase shift, of -144 degrees, with a ha.rmoliic

of +216 degrees. Ttle fundanlenta] wavelengt]l is a/2 the harnmnic wavelength, and one can mod(,l

these two modes in three ]larrnonic wavelengths. Likewise, with five wa.velongths w,_ can mod(,l
the two modes-13.5 and +225 degrees.

The code also now perlnits variable phase velocities. To keep lhe simulation region equal t,)
one wavelength, tile zone size has to be varied continuously, and ali the quantities related to tlle

zone size tlave to be recalculate(l on every time,;te..-I). The particle coordinal.es do not change, so
there may be either too many or too few particles al, the left and righi, boundaries when the mesh
is altered. This does not st..m to create a long as•' _e problenl a.s the change per time step is small.

When we vary/d as a function of tirne, we use empirical measurements to determin,: the sca lilJg
of the group velocity t,y as a ftlnction of/3. From this we calculate the scaling in the impeda_,',.

and attenuation. The RF voltage must change as the impedance is varied to conserve energy'

es ',v-= ,sz/(2z)

3. MAXIMUM RF FIELD LIMITATIONS

CFA's have been observed lo have an "upper mode current cutoff," i.e., a maxin"mm level
of current they can support. We have found two mechanisms which can limit cathode currenl

emission. For high enough RF fields, the cathode bolnl)arding energy can become so large that
the secondary enfission ratio goes below unity. The material having the highest value at whi(']J
this occurs is platinum, al. 6 keV. (See Skowron4). If most of the deposited electrons are abo\(.
this threshold, secondary emission will not mainlain the ]au}) c'urrent.

A cutoff of secondary emisssion can also occur from a different mechanism. When the RF field

exceeds a threshold, which depends on the I)C voltage, gap width, and DC magnetic field, tlle

spoke draws so much current that the hub is depleted and secondary emission ceases (Figure 3).

When the synchronous mode is the fundamental, we have found that the second mechanisllJ

(spoke depletion)is more important than the first one (exceeding secondary threshold). Evcl,
though the synchronotls voltage naa3, be tens of kV, space charge oscillations in the hub ca_l

produce man), low energy electrons which hit ttle cathode. The bombardment energy distributior_

is peaked at low energies (a few tens of eV) and falls off monotonically with energy, with t]_,
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median absorbed energy being roughly half the mean value. Thus an oxide cathode (e.g., BeO)

may allow higher peak power than platinum, since such cathodes have higher secondary yield and
lower peak energy. Simulatic ,'_: verified this for a synchronous fundamental.

In the initial SLAC CFA the fundamental mode was -135 degrees, with longer wavelength than

the synchronous mode of 225 degrees. The fundamental amplitude at the anode was al)out the

same as the synchronous wave, but at the ca Chode it was considerably stronger, since the decay
constant is proportional to wa:,elength, l'_;e found that at high power levels, the high transverse
fields at. the cathode from the fundamental could increase the l_ombardment energies above the

maximum threshold for secondary emission. Then cutoff occurred at a much lower RF power level
than for the synchronous wave alone.

4. ANODE DISSIPATION

One limitation on the peak power level is due to absorbtion of power by the anode. If the
anode temperature goes too close to the melung point; during the duration of the pulse, t,he surface

will be damaged and the lifetime of the tube will be short. The tempera.ture rise for a copper
anode is given by

AT = .311 • P . r 1/2 (4)

where T is in degrees C, P is power absorbed in watts/cre 2, and r is the pulse width in seconds.
For copper the temperature rise should be limited to about 600 degrees C to maintain a_cceptable

lifetimes. For a 100 ns pulse the power must be less than 6 MW/cre 2 for AT to be below 600

degrees. If the anode vanes are tipped with tungsten, the temperature rise will be higher, but the
melting point is also higher, and the allowed dissipation will be about double that for uncoated
copper.

McDowell 5 found that proper shaping of the anode vanes could reduce dissipation. We studied
this with simulations which included the vane structure (with fixed RF voltage). We did not find
any advantage to beveling the edges of the vanes, as McDowell had proposed. Generally, we

observed that when the RF voltage across the slot exceeds the DC voltage, electrons are turned

around between the vanes and strike the upstream edge with high energy, increasing anode heating
and reducing efficiency. At lower RF levels, electronic efficiencies in excess of 70% are attainab]e.

5. APPLICATION TO INITIAL SLAC X BAND CFA

The X-band CFA tested at SLAC, designed by Joseph Feinstein and Terry Lee, has been
described elsewhere 6. The tube was intended to produce 100 MW, but actually made only 10 MW.

Our simulations gave some explanations for the low power level. One major problem was a failure
to reach the desired operating voltage of 140 kV. Arcing limited it to less than 100 kV. Also,
the desired mode of 135 degrees was misidentified in the cold-test model, and this mode was at
about 12 GHz instead of 11.4 GHz. The driver could only reach about 11.7 GHz, at about 120

degrees. Calculations of the circuit impedance by Nelson using the QUAP code shewed that it

was actually a factor of two higher than the original estimate, which reduced the peak rf power
the tube can support. As discussed above, the non-synchronous fundamental mode increased the

cathode bombardment energy and further reduced the peak RF power.

Putting all these effects into the simulation model, we found that when the power level be-

came too high (20-30 MW at the optimal operating point, 10-15 MW at the best experimentally

obtainable point), the transverse fields at the cathode raised the bombardment energy and cut off
secondary emission.



The tube was rebuilt with larger elld hat. and anode-cathode spacings, and the resonators
were machined to bring the 135 degree mode down to 11.4 GHz. Unfortunately, by mistake it
was brought down too far, to 11.2. lhc code predicted that about 20 MW should be produced.
Although the tube was able to llold off higher voltages, its llF output was only a few MW. _l'l_e
V-I curve was not consistent with a 225 degree phase shift, and Feinstein suggested that ii, w_Ls
operating a.s a forward wave device at 13,5d_gl e( .. Itowever, reversing the magnetic field produced
almost no current at all. \'Ve have not vet explained tl,is.

6. CFA WITH INTERNALLY COUPLED WAVEGUIDE

We a.ttenlpted to find a better (lesign using a synchronous fundanzental which would give a
good rate of power generation with high efliciency and low anode dissipation. We found a go(J(t
operating point (see Figure 4 and table below). ]Iowever, a conventional resonator circuit wit.li
these dimensions has such a high impedance that this I{Ii' voltage is only about 15 MW outpul,

power. Feinstein suggested that a. structure coupled througll slots to an internal waveguide, whi('h
has been used successfully in s(,me tubes, would lower lhc impedance by a large factor. (See
Figures 5 and 6.) By varying the depth of the wavegllide, one can taper the impedance. II, is
desirable to have the impedance as high as I)ossible near the input, and low near the output. This
allows a higiaer gain and more efficient use of the tube, if one could choose the taper to keep tll(:'.
R.F voltage near the optimum lew.,1. The impedance variation should reduce problems with currezll,
depletion, anode heating, and breakdown at the output, and improve power production and phase
stability at the input.

A constant RF voltage implies a contant power generation rate and thus a taper on Z inversely
proportional to distance, i.e., with the guide dimension linear in distance. A simulation assuming
such a linear variation wa.s able to kee l) the ItF field nearly constant over a large range of power
levels, with total efliciencies of close to 70%. The curves of power production versus RF voltage
become fai,'ly flat at higher levels, so small variations should not be a problem.

An important issue in a waveguide..coupled circuit is the contamination of the operating mo(le
by nearby undesireable modes. Mode purity can be maintained if the circuit is ma,tched. Al. t,l_(,

match point the voltages across both coupled and uncoupled resonators will be equal. A naat.c}_
point occurs when the tangential electric field at the junction between the resonator and the

waveguide coupling slot is zero. Then we can replace the junction by a conductor and separa.ie
the geometry into the usual a.node circuit and the slotted guide. We then design each circuit,
individually for the appropria!;e l)hase shift at the correct frequency, 150 degrees for the anode
and 60 degrees for tlle slotted guide, both at 1.1.4 Gltz. We obtain the final design by coupling
the two circuits and make small adjustments to correct for any frequency shift.

The desired impedance at tbe 300 MW level is about li' ohms. Nelson added quasi-periodic
boundary conditions to ARGUS, allowing it to calculate the impedance of the structure. Th(.,
calculations showed that the 17 ohms can be obl.ained with a guide depth of about .4 inches. A
3 MW input power level at the same RF voltage would correspond to 1700 ohms, which is nel
attainable with a coupled sl,ructure. Ii. could be achieved with ar: uncoupled structure, but tll(,
transition between, coupled and uncoupled circuit migl,t produce, reflections. The coupled structui'(,
impedance can reach a maximum of aboul. 200 ohms. _'Ihcre_is also a. phase shift of a,bout eigllt
degrees with this higher impedance, which h)rtunately is in the right direction to lower V/VII al,

the lower RF' field strengths. Si_nula.tions with suctl an inlpe¢la.nce and phase variation indicated
a drive requiremellt of about 6 to 8 MW.
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\Ve note that this circuit uses a backward wave mode, but the synchronous mode is the
fundamental, so it should not possess the problems we believe limited the first tube. ARGUS
cold-test simulations have examined potential problems such as the possibility of trapped slot
modes and possible longer wavelength harmonics due to the fact that the coupling slots are not
connected to every resonator. At the operating mode, the voltages across the alternate resonators
are quite uniform, so the longer wavelength harmonic appears too weak to interfere with cathode
emission. However, ARGUS identified a mode of another frequency which can interact with the
beam with a high impedance (Figure 5). CONDOR. simulations including this mode (at low
amplitude) and the operating mode together showed that the conlpeting mode had enough gain
to reach high power levels and interfere with the tube operation. Feinstein suggests that lossy
material can be inserted to damp out this mode while having little effect on the desired mode.

7. TABLE OF TUBE SPECIFICATIONS

Cathode dimensions: radius rc = 10.16 cre; height he = 1.65 cm
Anode dimensions: radius ra = 10.52 cm; height ha = 1.65 cm
Anode-Cathode gap: g = 3.63 mm
Pitch: p = 2.67 mm
Vane dimensions: height hv = 1.65 cm, depth Iv = 4.98 mm
Vane gap width: di = 1.016 mm; d2 = 2.032 cm; triangular
Waveguide dimensions: height h,, = 1.905 cm; depth lw = .762 to 7.62 cm
Slot dimensions: height hs = 1.905 cm; depth l, = 4.57 mm; width ds = .508 mm
Frequency: 11.424 GHz
Peak Power Output: 300 MW
Power Generation Rate: 6 MW per cm of circumference
l_F Pulse Width: 100 ns

Pulse repetition rate: 360 pps
Anode Voltage: 142 kV
Anode Current: 2600 Amp
Peak RF Voltage Across Vanes: 100 kV
Efficiency r/e "_7c= .72 x .9 = 0.65
Gain: 17 db
RF Drive Power: 6 MW
Emitter: Beryllium Oxide cold cathode
Cathode current density: 41 Amp/cm 2
Number of anode resonators: 225

Average anode dissipation: 40 W/cm 2 at 100 ns
Peak anode dissipation: 1.1 MW/cre 2
Mean anode bombardment energy: 27 kV
Phase shift per resonator: 150 degrees
Phase velocity: 7.31 .107 m/s
liartree voltage: 118 kV
DC magnetic field: 5 kGauss
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which isolates input and output).
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Figure 2, Stmul_t!on of one (slow wave) wavelength of electron position-space distribution showing
electron hub _.nd spoke. The h.o_i_nte! exis is Z end the vertical exis is R. (Center line is axis
of symmetry,) DC. plus KF field veegors are plotted at the a_ode. The boundary conditions are
condueging o_ the bottom, maL_l _]th imposed travelling voltege on top, and periodic on the
sides, The top pleture shows e _rong RF field which holds the spoke tightly, while the second
shows _ weaker field where the spoke undergoes tumbling.
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Figure 6. ARGUS model of waveguide coupled structure, rl'he circuit is shown from several
perspectives. See the table for values of the dimensions.
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